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Stewarts Expert Witness Training Webinar – 12pm
Monday 28 June 2021
Register here

Stewarts invites you to its second training webinar for medical expert witnesses.
Due to current government guidelines, this training will be held online in a streamlined
format.
Nick Knowles will introduce presentations from Dr Parashar Ramanuj MRCPsych,
consultant psychiatrist at the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital, and Martyn
McLeish, barrister at Cloisters.
Please see further details below. We hope you can join us.
Decoding FND: it's all in your head – Dr Parashar
Ramanuj MRCPsych
Functional Neurological Disorder (FND) is the second
most common condition neurologists see and the most
misunderstood. Over the centuries, this group of
conditions has been put down to the wrath of the
gods, wandering wombs or repressed emotional trauma.
But in the last two decades the secrets of these
conditions have started to be unlocked and are
providing new insights into the way the mind interacts
with the body. Or more accurately, how the body
interacts with the mind. This is challenging our notion
of what constitutes a neurological disorder, including cauda equina syndrome.

The fallible client: how clients overcome evidential
gaps to prove their case – Martyn McLeish
Martyn's presentation will cover evidential gaps,
problems with medical causation, credibility issues,
exaggeration, malingering and other issues.
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